END USER: AMBUJA CEMENT
CUSTOMER: Engineers & Engineers, Jaipur
PROJECT: STACKER/RECLAIMER REMOTE MONITORING & CONTROL
DRAWING: GENERAL NETWORK DIAGRAM

STACKER: CONTROLLOGIX L63
- FIBER OPTIC FROM CCR – TO – PRE-H
- RF Link ~700mtr

RECLAIMER: CONTROLLOGIX L63
- FIBER OPTIC FROM CCR – TO – PRE-H
- RF Link ~600mtr

PRE-HEATER REDUNDANT MASTER
- RLX-IH

MP01 MASTER 1
- RLX-IH

ETHERNET CONNECTIONS

CONTROLLOGIX L63
- RLX-IH
Shifted Master Location: MCC4

Stacker: Compactlogix-L45

Reclaimer: Compactlogix-L45

CENTRAL CONTROL ROOM – CCR

SCADA STATION

MASTER PLC

END USER: BMM CEMENT
CUSTOMER: ROCKWELL AUTOMATION, CHENNAI
PROJECT: STACKER/RECLAIMER REMOTE MONITORING & CONTROL
DRAWING: GENERAL NETWORK DIAGRAM
THANK YOU !!!
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